Congratulations to the following students on being awarded a departmental scholarships and awards from the School of Agriculture

Scholarship Awards:
Adams Family – Monica Braunwalder, Sarah Bostedt, Dakota Simpson, Dorique Inisienmay
Agriculture Endowment – Sydnee Sommers, Hannah Hyer, Tyler Moses, Stetson Agee
Boxwood Farms – Gracey Bonner
Campbell Family Endowment – Zoe Ramey
Carolyn Gill Endowment – Isabella Parrott
Catherine Ellington – Cali Mason
Farm Credit Mid-America – Madison McDonald
Dr. Harley W Foutch Endowment – Tyler Lansford
Fowler and Ruth Nickle – Zaylan Spinner
Hayden Memorial Agribusiness – Anna Collins
Heritage Farm – Christian Walker
Hugh Burrum – Sarah Pfenning, Rebecca Leavy, Madison McDonald
Joe Jack & Jerry Dement – Kyla Pearson, Brailey McFarlin
Robert Alexander – Isabella Reininger
Robert Kelly Jarrell Memorial – Chloe Gregory
TN Farmers Cooperative – Hannah Harrell, Hannah Tate, Mary Beth Bryan, Xander Caywood, and Lindsey White
Theodore Bigger – Kenneth Sulkosky
Thrush-Thompson Scholarship – Sara Reese
Dr. Robert Garrigus Endowment – Lexy Halbert, Faith Cook, Jasmin Angel, Cristine Bartolini, Makayla Blythe, and Maddison Heatherly

Freshman Scholarships awards:
Dr. Cliff Ricketts Endowment – Kirsten Pigg
TN Rehabilitation Corporation Scholarships – Joseph Johns, Abby Rainey, Alanna Privette, Shelby Ford
Joe Jack & Jerry Dement – Emily Farris, Callie Pearson
Adams Family Endowment – Holly Parks, Trevor Culbertson, Riley Fuson
Agriculture Department Endowment – Aubrey Baird
Agriculture Endowment – Ethan Lukawitz, Dominic Farone
**Horse Science Scholarships**
J.W. Cross – Jessica Whicker
**Kitty Adams Endowment** – Opal Dady and Keira Wagner
**Mark Moskovitz** – Fallon McGrory
**TN Horse Council** – Jordan Martin
**Seve Scholarship** – Caroline Burkhard

*2023-24 Outstanding Senior Awards*

**Outstanding Senior in Agricultural Education** – Jordan Komers
**Robert A. Alexander Outstanding Agribusiness Senior** - Anna Collins
**Outstanding Animal Science Senior** – Kailee Scott
**Outstanding Fermentation Science Senior** – Katherine Everett
**Sam Paschal Award for Outstanding Horse Science Senior** – Emily Jolley
**Theodore C. Bigger Outstanding Plant and Soil Science Senior** – Sarah Pfenning
**B.B. Gracy, Jr. Outstanding Agriculture Senior** – Savannah Scott